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Note to the reader

My name is Liliane. I assume that for most of the people who are reading this thesis Le-

banon is not a very familiar place. It is my country. I am Lebanese and I have the priv-

ilege to be one of the first non-Italian students to graduate in Music Therapy from Assisi.

I hope this work will stimulate your curiosity to know more about Lebanon and about the

Palestinian refugees living  there. This part of the world deserves better attention.

The author, a bilingual native speaker of Arabic and French, has written this thesis in English.

The Italian version has been translated by Deborah Parker, following the criterion of re-

specting the author's English linguistic style.

Similarly, the quotations not originally in English have been translated so as to remain as

close as possible to the original text.

For reasons of privacy, the names of the children described in the clinical case studies are

invented, together with any other details which might lead to identification.

Details of references to publications can be found in the Bibliography a the end of the text.
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Introduction

“Music is the language of the spirit. It opens the secret of life bringing peace, abol-

ishing strife.”

(Gibran 1905)

Is there a meaning behind music? If yes, is the meaning subjective or objective? Is it re-

lated to the quality of the sound, to the person listening to it or to the culture where the

music happens?

We are submerged so much by words, media and all the new technology, that little space

is left for listening to each other and hence for silence. 

“Silence is the time-space of the waiting for that which will come after, heavy and

pregnant with every possibility”.

(Greco 2010: p. 1.)

There is certainly something inside us as human beings that responds to sounds and to

music, maybe because of the magic it holds. With music we do not need words to con-
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nect with each other. This is exactly like what happens in a mother-baby relationship,

where messages travel between the two of them through a variety of channels when the

baby has not yet mastered verbal language and when pre-verbal interactions happen

through the voice’s pitch, intensity, rhythm and tempo.

“… it is through these exchanges that we develop our earliest perceptions of, under-

standings of and relationships with all that is around us (...) Later, of course, we

learn to use words to communicate semantically, but our pre-verbal musical capacity

for interaction (and hence constructing our worlds) remains and seems to stay with

us even in the face of psychosis, dementia or stroke. Perhaps, then, it is this very ‘or -

dinary’ and yet remarkable capacity that makes music therapy possible”.

(Procter 2016: p. 9.)

Church bells, exactly like the voice of the muazzen at a mosque, use sounds and music to

call people for prayer or to signal important events. Our national anthems revive in us

our national identity.

“If emotional factors are fundamentals to the existence of music, then the funda-

mental question for a psychological investigation into music is how music is able to

affect people. Seen with the cold eye of physics a musical event is just a collection of

sounds with various pitches, durations, and other measurable qualities. Somehow the

human mind endows these sounds with significance.
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They become symbols for something other than pure sound, something which enables

us to laugh or cry, like or dislike, be moved or be indifferent”.

(Sloboda 1985: p. 1.)

There is no doubt that music transports its own distinct neuropsychological and emo-

tional codes in the brain and therefore enhances the activity in the cerebral regions re-

sponsible for learning, motion planning, and cognition, but more obviously, music activ-

ates our emotions. 

“Modern concepts emphasize the modular organization of music cognition. According

to this  viewpoint,  different  aspects  of  music  are processed  in  different,  although

partly overlapping neuronal networks of both hemispheres. However, even when isol-

ating a single “module,” such as, for example, the perception of contours, the interin-

dividual variance of brain substrates is enormous”.

(Altenmuller 2006: p. 1.)

Areas of the brain that are responsible for language and music perception and processing

are interconnected.
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1. Between Music and Communication

Why use music in clinical interventions with Palestinian refugee children? What is the

added value of this approach in this specific context ?

“The reason that most of us take part in musical activity, be it composing, performing

or listening, is that music is capable of arousing in us deep and significant emotions”.

(Sloboda 1985: p. 1.)

Can language and music be seen as two cross-cutting layers of communication? Can we

consider our daily speech as “musical”? Or will music and musicality be reserved to very

specific socially embedded traditions, processes and situations?

“It is postulated that, rather than generating social capital in the usual sense, music

therapy might be considered to nurture a proto-social musical capital, and that this

is analytically observable in the phenomena of shared musicing which occurs in many

forms of music therapy. This is linked to the concept of repairing communicative mu-
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sicality which has been compromised by disability, illness, trauma, deprivation or so-

cial exclusion”.

(Procter 2011: p. 1.)

It was clear from the beginning of our training in psychodynamic music therapy based

on improvisation that music was not to be considered as a separate artistic ‘object’, but

rather as a means to serve an end; something was supposed to be accomplished through

the use of music, and this was to help children to feel better.

“Music … is the spiritual language of emotion, which is hidden more secretly than

the soul... Just as at the clavier the keys must be touched before they sound; it is only

then that the emotion communicates with the slumbering realm of tones”.

(Bunt & Hoskyns 2013: p. 3.)

Compared to language, where speech aims to exchange information and where engaged

parties must have a common consensus regarding mutual knowledge, mutual beliefs and

informational content enabling them to convey their messages, music allows an open

space for meanings, emotions and motivations to emerge through sounds.

Assuming that music therapy can become a medium of communication with children was

not something I was sure about when I started this journey. However, the more I reflected

about the consecutive encounters with the children with whom I was working, and on the

video-recordings of music therapy sessions with them, and the more I read about this

subject, the more this assumption approached a possible reality, not due to a mechanical 
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cause-effect equation, but because of the dynamic human relationship that is built during

this journey between myself and every child I have worked with as a therapist through

music. As Dr. Simon Procter clearly states:

“Only improvisation is  described as  ‘an interactive,  communicative and relational

process’”.

(Procter 2016: p. 3.)

In fact the communicative dimension of music I am investigating in this study is this re-

ciprocal process of adaptation to one another, the intentionality of a shared engagement

and attention between me as a therapist and the child in treatment, without the need to

resort to verbal language, and all the necessary elements in terms of syntax, semantics,

pragmatics, tonality and accompanying physical gestures, even though all the children

involved in the study were verbal, and even though at several moments during the ses-

sions there were verbal exchanges. But, as stated by Denis Gaita:

“Vocabulary guarantees a common decoding of words into meanings. But within the

words, or within the snares of discourse, a thousand deviations are triggered, as in

analysis or in misunderstandings, so that we say or understand much more than the

meaning: often something different or unexpected compared to that which we think

we have said or understood. Thus it happens that the allegory (which is decoded once

and for all with a key) possesses symbolic resonances, which are incomprehensible

and irresistible”.

(Gaita 2000: p. 29.)
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If this is true for verbal communication, it follows that it applies even more for ‘musical’

communication. Accordingly the meaning given to music in general, and more specific-

ally within a music-therapeutic relationship, is to be found in how both therapist and

child experience themselves and ‘the other’, in terms of interaction within the psycho-dy-

namic model adopted.

The key property of music as a means of communication considered in this study is pre-

cisely the mode of psycho-dynamic interaction; the joint experience “in time” of the co-

occuring “musical event” with its two implicit and explicit significances, keeping in mind

that, as in every mode of communication, there remains, despite the shared meaning, a

personal and idiosyncratic level, the reference of which is the personal story / history and

the unique lived experience of each individual.

“Something of  the  sign corresponds with  something  in me.  A necessity  suddenly

emerges, a link, unconventional but authentic for me, between the sound and the

sign, the outline of a symbol and an unconscious trail”.

(Gaita 2000: p. 34.)

Apparently music was supposed to coordinate the temporal structure of sounds, rhythms

and overall structure. But this task seemed challenging, since the dyad coordination / un-

coordination or organization / disorganization was deeply rooted, most significantly, at

the  psychological  structural  level  of  the  children.  Their  common  denominator  was
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“emotional distress”; however the manifestations were different for each of them, depend-

ing on the way they created their own music.

“The pleasure of exploring the environment, materials, sounds, etc. can be found at

the base of every creative act. This innate exploratory pleasure, this searching for the

new, which increases with the necessity to discover, become familiar with, use or ad-

apt to our needs the surrounding world in its totality, is an indicator of neophilic

conduct which emerges in a surprising way in the human race, to the extent that it is

possible to speak of actual creative behaviours”. 

(Spaccazocchi 2013: p. 1. )

As in every other kind of therapy, nothing was guaranteed in terms of expected results,

considering that the best possible was done, according to my belief, to reach the best res-

ults possible. The socio-economic context and the daily living conditions of the families

from which the children came were certainly not the best. Many constraints in relation to

the overall context are to be pointed out, especially that the use of music as a means of

therapy is not yet common in Lebanon, and even less so within the refugee setting.

“Music  is  a  fundamental  human resource  which has  played,  and  may well  play

again, a vital role in the survival and development of humanity”.

(Sloboda 1985: p. 268.)
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Generally speaking, therapy, in the collective social belief, is expected to lead to healing.

This controversial situation in the case of music therapy is not easy to handle:

“David Aldridge reminds us that music therapy cannot restrict itself to the medical

axis of health-illness. In music therapy ‘ill-health’ becomes an experience which does

not necessarily point directly towards ‘the illness’”.

(Pavlicevic 1997: p. 93.)

One of the challenges was how to convince parents that the “work” should be done in

parallel with them. Some parents expected music therapy to be “the magic wand”, requir-

ing no effort or change from them. As therapist, I had to be consistent, able to accom-

modate whatever the children  communicated to me through music during the sessions,

as Bunt and Hoskyns write - “The patient is able to project all kinds of communications

not only towards the therapist but also to articulate them musically through the instru-

ments”  (Bunt 2013: p. 41.) - but I had also to “accompany” the parents along the hard

path they were treading.

In this study, through the analysis of 3 clinical cases, I will try to shed light on the com-

municative channels initiated during music therapy sessions. My work will be based on

the observations made during the course of treatment, documented in a specifically de-

signed protocol1  written after each session, in reference to video-recorded sessions, and

to a protocol of closure.2

1 See appendix 6.1 for template of  music therapy observation protocol.
2 See appendix 6.2 for template of  music therapy closure protocol.
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Sessions were video recorded exclusively upon approval of parents and their signature of

a consent form stating that some parts of these recordings can be used solely for research

purposes and that in any case there will not be any divulgation of the children's identity

or privacy3. Therefore all the names of the children mentioned in this work have been

substituted by others for confidentiality concerns. The children's places of residence have

also been replaced by others, to avoid any resemblance between reported or mentioned

facts and the children whose clinical stories form part of this study.

3 See Appendix 6.3 for template of consent form.
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2. Historical, Socio-political and Geographic
Context 

2.1 The Importance of context

Map of Lebanon (source: Wikimedia Commons 2018)
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Lebanon is historically, geographically and politically viscerally connected to its neigh-

bouring countries, precisely Palestine and Syria; therefore a clear comprehension of the

thread which links the Lebanese republic to its overall context constitutes, in our opinion,

a necessity for the understanding of this study. Since the mental health services of the

NISCVT4 Family Guidance Centres (FGC) are mainly targeting Palestinians and since the

concerned clinical  cases addressed in this  work are Palestinian children living in the

refugee camps, it is necessary to present a briefing about the general socio-political situ-

ation surrounding Lebanon, and specifically about how these seemingly unrelated condi-

tions are in fact influencing the children and their families in their interaction to music

in general and particularly to music therapy.

“If we relate our professional practices to theories that neglect sociocultural contexts,

we are promoting the idea that therapy is a privileged “non-context” for context-free

learning”.

(Rolvsjord & Stige 2015: p. 9.)

Within the frame of this holistic understanding, music therapy cannot be uprooted from

the system where it happens.

“Music therapists were perhaps not among the first to pay attention, but scholars

such as Ruud (1980/1995, 1987/1990) and Kenny (1982, 1989) have argued since

the 1980s that music therapists must consider the relationships between practice,

theory, culture, and context”.

(Rolvsjord & Stige 2015: p. 4.)

4 National Institution for Social Care and Vocational Training. See cap. 3.2 for a detailed account.
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2.2 Lebanon and the Palestinian refugees: overview

1948 marks the start of the Palestinian exodus. Its reasons are various. Around 100.000

of them fled Northwards to Lebanon and settled in the 15 Palestinian refugee camps

spread all over Lebanon. The mission of the United Nations Refugees Working Agency

(UNRWA) is to offer humanitarian assistance to the Palestinian refugees in terms of work,

health, education and relief, but this presumed mission has been recently extremely re-

duced.

In 1975 a war started in Lebanon, in which the Palestinians were directly or indirectly in-

volved. Existing religious divisions were drastically exacerbated and were geographically

confirmed by the establishment of segregated Christian and Muslim communities in dif-

ferent areas within the country. The past and present distribution of the political power in

Lebanon is mainly religiously based. This situation prevents the different Lebanese groups

from thinking and acting as citizens with equal rights and obligations.

The peace process aiming to legalize the situation of Palestinians in their relation to Is-

rael, either by recognizing 2 states or by recognizing Palestine with what remains of its

lands as an independent country, giving the right to its citizens to return to their land,

has in reality never achieved any concrete results. Palestinians are losing day after day

not only their rights one after the other, but also their land, which is gradually being ap-

propriated by Israel.

The number of Palestine Refugees resident in 12 refugee camps registered by UNRWA in

Lebanon in February 2016 was 504,000 (UNHCR 2016). Their socio-economic living con-

ditions are extremely challenging, since they are deprived from many of their civic and
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human rights, a situation which has led to a sort of marginalization and social exclusion

in many domains.

Since the beginning of the Syrian conflict  in 2011,  more  than  1.100.000  Syrians and

Palestinian Syrians fled from Syria to Lebanon and settled in the camps. This situation

has exacerbated an already unbearable situation, in terms of living space, resources, ser-

vices and job opportunities available to Palestine refugees, and contributed to increase

tensions inside a very complex community in the absence of any social integration policy

towards Palestinians.5

5 See Appendix 6.4 for a more detailed description of the socio-political and geographic situation of 
Lebanon.
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3. Civil Society in Lebanon

In the 1980s there was an increase of many non governmental organizations (NGOs), the

aim of which was to address the problems of the lower working class and to insure

health,  social  security  and  education  services,  in  order  to  narrow  the  existing  gap,

through pressure groups capable of supporting development.

The NGOs’ role was undoubtedly crucial to reduce the burden of citizens during wartime

in Lebanon. They participated positively in  maintaining “a certain level of communica-

tion  between  areas  and  religious  denominations,  through  networks  and  coordination

frameworks” (Ball-Lechgar & Makarem 2004: p. 94.).

Active civil associations “were able to attract a large number of volunteers and had a vi-

tal role in providing social services” (ibid.: p. 88.) in emergency, first aid, relief, education

and social awareness.
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Some of those activities were implemented in close cooperation with governmental insti-

tutions and with some of the United Nations agencies such as UNICEF, UNDP, WHO6, etc.

After 1995 a more stable situation developed in Lebanon, with no more explicit conflicts,

but recurrent weak governments, significant corruption and a huge gap in social and hu-

manitarian services were noted. However the role of the public institutions remained es-

sential  regarding the passing of  laws and legislations for  the long-term development

policies, prioritising the interests of social groups, availability of services, equity and so-

cial justice as the main objectives and concerns. In parallel the private sector was actively

involved in the economic development of Lebanon and in many other sectors such as

health and education services, at a cost that is not always affordable for middle and low

class groups.

3.1 NGOs in Lebanon

Despite the fact that some NGOs have deficiencies at the internal governance level in Le-

banon, they are recognised as:  

“a major pillar for progress and sustainable human development. Their role lies in

promoting  democratic  participation,  empowering  civil  society,  and  safeguarding

rights, freedoms, and good governance, whether within the framework of the NGO or

in society in general”.

(ibid.: p. 7.)

6 UNICEF: United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund; UNDP: United Nations Development 
Programme; WHO: World Health Organization.
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Regarding NGOs:

“Article One of the Lebanese Law of Associations stipulates:  An association is a

group of several  persons permanently unifying their knowledge or efforts for non

profit objectives”.

(ibid.: p. 13.)

The role and responsibilities of the civil society “vary between providing social assistance

to the most disadvantaged social groups…” and “includes direct intervention such as ad-

vocacy, awareness building, and forming lobbies and pressure groups, in addition to mul-

tiple forms of fieldwork’ (ibid.: p. 8.). Usually NGOs constitute “pressure groups, advocat-

ing policies and legislation that facilitate development; on a local level, they swiftly and

effectively respond to citizens’ various grassroots needs through available tools” (ibid.: p.

13.).

In Lebanon the long years of war proved and confirmed that social development cannot

be the sole responsibility of the public authorities and the government, but is a task to be

shared by all active entities within a partnership in decision-making and services provi-

sion. New frameworks have emerged for better coordination between the public and the

civil sector, based on more innovative concepts that define the role of NGOs as the insti-

tutional factor reinforcing civil society in the spheres of social justice and democracy. Ac-

cordingly the role of the NGOs is no longer restricted to service provision.
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3.2 The case  of the National  Institution of Social  Care and Vocational

Training - NISCVT

The National  Institution of Social  Care and Vocational  Training (NISCVT),  commonly

known as “Beit Atfal Assumoud” is a non-governmental organization working within the

Palestinian refugee community in Lebanon and registered at the Ministry of Interior Af-

fairs in Lebanon under Licence no. 135/AD.  NISCVT is an independent and secular or-

ganization with no ties to any political faction. Services are available to the Palestinian

refugee community and other disadvantaged nationalities living inside or close to the

camps.  The mission of  NISCVT is  to  contribute  to  the  developmental  process  of  the

Palestinian community in Lebanon, through services addressing the needs of the families,

and through various gender-balanced projects empowering the potentials and skills of the

children, youth and their parents or guardians.

Beit Atfal Assumoud literally means “The House of the Resilient Children”; it was estab-

lished in 1976, after the Tal Zaatar massacre during the early years of the civil war in Le-

banon. “Tal Zaatar was a refugee camp of about 3,000 structures, which housed 20,000

refugees in early 1976...”  (Wikipedia contributors 2019). The Institution’s very first ob-

jective was to provide assistance and accommodation for surviving orphaned children

after the massacre.

Today NISCVT provides services for all Palestinian refugees in Lebanon and the poor

communities living in the vicinity of the camps, including refugees from Syria. Beit Atfal

Assumoud is mainly financed by international NGOs, foreign ministries and embassies.

No funds are received from the Lebanese government, the ministry of public health or the

ministry of social affairs, nor from any Arab country.
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Since its official establishment, the NISCVT has developed various educational, health,

psychosocial, culture preservation, vocational training and recreational activity programs.

Within its holistic approach to the community and as a way to address the overall well-

being of families, in 1997 the NISCVT launched its Mental Health program.

“12-22% of enrolled Palestinian youngsters under age 18 are in need of services due

to mental, emotional or behavioral problems broken down as follow:, One in five chil-

dren and adolescents seen as experiencing signs and symptoms of an emotional or/

and behavioral disorder during the course of a year, up to 12% seen as experiencing

significant  functional  impairment  10,  up  to  5% experiencing  extreme  functional

impairment”.

(Maiky 2014: p. 22.)

For more than 20 years the Family Guidance Centres affiliated to the NISCVT have been

running the Mental Health Program. When the program was founded, no services ad-

dressing refugees' mental health were available and the NISCVT was a pioneer in this

field.

“Psycho-social suffering would be a characteristic of most individual and collective

experiences of displacement ... These include economic constraints, security issues,

breakdown of social and primary economic structures and consequent devaluation or

modification of  social  roles,  violence,  persecution and discrimination and loss  of

loved ones”.

(ibid.: p. 6.)
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The choice was made within the mental health program of Beit Atfal Assumoud to focus

on children and adolescents’ mental health, through a multidisciplinary team of mental

health professionals, by offering a holistic approach involving the family as an entity.

“Living conditions in the camps are reportedly linked to a multitude of physical and

mental health problems among refugees. The situation of elderly persons and persons

with disabilities is reportedly of particular concern”.

(UNHCR 2016: p. 8.)

Many researches  and studies  have  been  published  about  the  mental  health  situation

within the Palestinian refugee community in Lebanon and all of them confirm the gap

existing at the mental health services prevention and provision levels, and the necessity

to offer:

“access to basic mental health care with adequate quality as part of primary care

provision, taking into consideration and allowing for techniques which help patients

to cope by themselves with their mental health impairments, disabilities and handi-

caps, providing care while involving communities, families and consumers”.

(Maiky 2014: p. 14.)

Five mental health clinics known as the Family Guidance Centres, are currently offering

quality care in mental health to the residents of the camps from the Palestinian and the

Syrian refugees.
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Music therapy is one of the approaches that has been introduced inside these clinics since

2012. Currently this method is implemented only in three of the clinics: in Beirut, the

North (Beddawi camp) and the South (Saida).

3.3 Overview about the mental health program

The Mental Health program was launched by  Beit Atfal Assumoud in 1997 though the

first Family Guidance Centre ‘FGC’ in Beirut, and subsequently through four other FGCs

in the North (2005) and South (2007, 2010) of Lebanon, as a response to an existing gap

regarding  mental  health  service  provision  to  children  and  adolescents  inside  the

Palestinian Refugee camps.

Location of NISCVT Mental Health Clinics in Lebanon

The main aim of the mental health program is the prevention, treatment and rehabilita-

tion of mental health disorders and the promotion of mental health well-being by provid-
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ing sustainable and good access to high quality services. The program targets mainly

children,  adolescents and their families within the Palestinian refugee population and

among the most deprived communities from other nationalities living in Lebanon.

From a psychiatrist and a psychologist who formed the very first team in Beirut in 1997,

the program has solidly developed through the past 21 past years and has proven its ne-

cessity in a very fragile  human setting.  Currently a multidisciplinary team of mental

health professionals is in charge of each of the 5 centres with the following specializa-

tions: psychiatry, assessments, psychotherapy, speech therapy, psychomotor therapy, spe-

cial education, occupational therapy , social assistance and recently, music therapy.

These services and treatment are complemented by social interventions, awareness-rais-

ing activities within the local community, home visits and family courses. A certain num-

ber of children with special needs, either physical, mental or psychological are offered the

possibility to be referred and integrated into special schools and institutions through a

specific program. The scope of work is no longer restricted to the Palestinian refugees,

even if they remain the prioritized beneficiaries. Since the conflicts started in Syria in

2011, all the FGCs services are offered, free of charge, to all the Syrian displaced families

and their children. Some disadvantaged Lebanese families also benefit from the mental

health program services.
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3.4 Integrating Music therapy within a multidisciplinary team

In June 2012, following a proposition from the Italian based association “Prima Materia”

through 2 of its members – Mr. Henry Brown (composer and music director) and Ms. De-

borah Parker (musician and music therapist) – to train members of the mental health pro-

gram in the psychodynamic music therapy approach, a first training was organized for a

group of 13 mental health professionals (speech therapists, psychomotor therapists, clin-

ical psychologists and social workers).  During the following years continuous, regular

trainings were offered to the group, in parallel with follow-up and supervision from Ms.

Parker. The group benefited from the opportunity to be trained in other methods with

trainers from Germany, Italy and UK; in all these trainings, improvisation remained the

core methodology.

“Clinical improvisation defines itself in the relationship that develops between ther-

apist and client, and the meaning elicited in the relationship is meaning that belongs

to both the therapist and client. Both partners are part of what happens in the im-

provisation”.

(Pavlicevic 1997: p. 139.)

Thus music therapy became one of the possible interventions offered by the team, in par-

ticular to some cases diagnosed with behavioural and emotional difficulties, but also to

some other cases diagnosed with autism or autistic spectrum disorder, or with intellectual

disability.
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Due to limitations both at the financial and the human resources levels, the mental health

team decided to limit the period of music therapy for each child to 12 sessions of 30

minutes' duration. In January 2017 the 3 centres implementing music therapy (Beirut,

Saida and Beddawi) started a research about the impact of music therapy on a sample of

children diagnosed with emotional distress. For those 23 children, who were part of the

research, 16 sessions of 30 minutes' duration were provided with standardised pre- and

post-evaluations. The finalization and publishing of the research is planned for 2019.

Unfortunately, within a very complex socio-economic context, where poverty, unemploy-

ment, deprivation of civil rights, etc. reign, children in particular are at high risk of de-

veloping a range of mental health problems and disorders, behavioural issues, psychoso-

matic issues, and even genetic and metabolic disorders due to early marriage and inter-

family marriages. The medical supervisor of the mental health program, Dr. M. Badaro

Taha believed in the added value that could be offered to some of the children through

the use of music therapy. Referrals are usually made through her or through the respect-

ive child-psychiatrists of the FGCs.

3.5 Music therapy: A new approach in Lebanon

Music therapy is still at an embryonic phase in Lebanon. Personal initiatives from some

mental health professionals have emerged in the last 10 years, but this specialization does

not yet figure amongst the hundreds of specializations offered in private and public uni-

versities in the country.
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There are faculties of Music and Musicology at the Antonine University and at the Uni-

versité du Saint Esprit, 2 private universities in Lebanon. 24 years later, at the beginning

of the academic year 2017-18, the first of these launched an option of Music Therapy

within its BA program.

Short training courses in music therapy are offered for persons interested to use this

method, but with no clear framework. Occasional conferences about this topic are also

organized, reflecting a start of awareness about this therapeutic approach in Lebanon.

In order to monitor the situation of music therapy in Lebanon more closely,  two music

therapists were contacted during the research period for this thesis, for details regarding

training, methods and approaches, client population, beneficiaries, etc.

The first one is Ms. Cyntia Akiki. She reported that she had received a continuous, super-

vised training at the “Atelier de Musicothérapie” in Bordeaux, France, for two years. The

method according to Ms. Akiki is not specific, but is rather a relational, non-verbal ap-

proach  working  towards  verbalization,  implemented  both  with  individuals  and  with

groups. Ms. Akiki has been implementing this method in Lebanon for 3 years with several

associations, but also within a clinical setting. When she began to be known as a music

therapist, people were very curious about this domain. The target group is not specified

and can benefit anyone; however, her main client groups are women victims of violence

and children from dysfunctional families. Results are mainly based on the evaluation of

the  original  objectives  and  the  extent  to  which  these  are  reached.  According  to
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Ms. Akiki, the main challenge is in relation to the novelty of the methodology when pro-

posed, and the readiness of clients to engage in it.

The second music therapist is Dr. Hamda Farhat, professor of clinical psychology at the

Lebanese University, who is highly interested in the practice of music therapy in Lebanon

since 2006. Dr. Farhat graduated from Lyon-II-University in France with a PhD entitled

“The use of music  as a therapeutic mediation for the treatment of depression based on a

the psychoanalytical approach”. She initiated a new method based on the continuum of

time for every session (past, present and future), aimed at positively modifying the cli-

ent's perception of these 3 entities. Sessions include receptive individual listening, recept-

ive collective listening, active individual and active collective listening. Dr. Farhat adap-

ted the “Musical Aptitude Test” of Edith Lecourt (2014: p. 79-82.)  as a way to assess a

kind of musical repertoire for each person before treatment begins. Receptive listening is

based on this personal repertoire,  and the main aim is to substitute bad experiences and

difficulties by positive thinking and projection, through the use of different kinds of mu-

sic familiar to the person. The method is applied with all kinds of difficulties, through 2

sessions per week and change can be seen within 6 months. Many of Dr. Farhat’s stu-

dents have initiated academic work about music therapy.  She herself  offers  a  2-year

training in this approach.
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4. Clinical Cases

4.1 Presentation of the cases

The three cases discussed in this thesis were all followed at the Family Guidance Centre

Beirut, upon referral from paediatric psychiatrist, Dr. M. Badaro Taha, medical supervisor

of the Family Guidance Centres, based on her diagnoses and on feedback from other team

members.

The children had been diagnosed with emotional issues in relation to their family con-

texts, and the main objective set for music therapy was to reduce the level of their dis-

tress, manifested in each of them through different symptoms.

“In A Neuroscientific Perspective on Music Therapy, Koelsch (2009) further proposed

that ‘Music therapy can have effects that improve the psychological and physiological

health of individuals’ (p. 374) and explained that the therapeutic effects of music are

often due to the modulation of attention, emotion, cognition, behavior, communica-

tion, and perception that occurs when participants engage in musical activity”.

(Croom 2014: p. 4.)
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16 sessions were conducted with each of the children, each session lasting between 30

and 35 minutes. A number of audio tracks where musical elements were present were se-

lected from the sessions with each child for analysis; the main hypothesis was the possib-

ility for the children to use the time and space of the musical setting and music – in all

its parameters (rhythm, pitch, tempo, intensity, melody...) – as a means of communica-

tion. The number of tracks for each case was contained, even though many more musical

passages form the sessions would have been interesting for analysis.

4.2 Where is music therapy happening?

All music therapy sessions take place in a multi-purpose room at the FGC Beirut. The

room is not solely reserved or equipped for music therapy, but is re-shaped whenever

music therapy sessions are taking place, in order to create a clearly defined space.

A number of instruments are available: digital piano, djembe, bongos, drums, triangle,

bombolophone7, maracas, xylophone, mouth organ, guitar, castagnettes, wood-block, log-

drum, ukulele, recorder.

For  the  following detailed  discussions  audio  tracks  have been  supplied8,  elements  of

which have been transcribed using formal and informal notation.

7 A 'poor' version of a hang-drum, made from old gas canisters.
8 See CD attached.
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4.3 Sila

Family background

When Sila first came to the centre with her mother, the main complaint was that the 8

year-old child was refusing to sleep by herself at night, crying at any attempt from her

mother to leave her alone in her bed. Sila's mother is the second wife of a divorced man

with children from his previous marriage.  Sila lives with her  parents,  her 1 year-old

brother and her teenager step siblings. The relationship between the step-children and the

stepmother is very tense. Sila’s mother feels rejected. In fact, the first meetings with this

Syrian lady, married to a Palestinian man from one of the refugee camps, revealed her

low self-confidence and high anxiety, two characteristics which she had unconsciously

projected onto her daughter.

Sila was referred to music therapy after being diagnosed by the FGC child psychiatrist

with “Separation Anxiety Disorder” according to the DSM-V (diagnostic criteria 309.21),

due to her anxiety symptoms and fears of being alone mainly whilst sleeping at night.

Observation and analysis of selected audio tracks

During music therapy sessions Sila appears to be a confident child, capable of taking ini-

tiative. However during the first sessions she tends to play her own music, without leav-

ing any space for the therapist, despite the latter's attempts to enter the musical space of

the child. Sila uses many instruments at the same time, and avoids eye-contact with the

therapist.
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During the second session, she seems annoyed when the therapist starts to use her voice.

She sits on the carpet, surrounded by 3 instruments, the xylophone in front, the guitar to

her right and the bongos to her left, as if protecting her own space. She holds a beater in

each hand to play on the three instruments, well protected from any possible invasion of

her space by the therapist, who is sitting in front of her, but askance, trying to find a

common ground with the child through rhythmic patterns on a woodblock.  Almost 13

minutes pass before a timid kind of exchange emerges: a repetitive 5-beats/3-beat pat-

tern, which becomes a basis for some variations.9 

For less than one minute the child holds the triangle in one hand, its beater in the other,

and strikes the strings of the guitar, the xylophone, the bongos and the triangle once

each in turn; at  times she also strikes the bongos with the base of the triangle.  The

rhythm resembles a dialogue, but even when the therapist “responds”, she is unable at

this stage to stop playing, and continues on the triangle, in parallel with the therapist’s

beats on the woodblock.

Three minutes later,10 the child moves to the piano, where she initiates a solo improvisa-

tion in the treble register using random notes, beginning with a kind of cascade of des-

cending notes.

9 Audio track 1: 12:59–13:38.
10 Audio track 2: 16:42–19:22.
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From this, the rhythm already heard in the first audio track emerges. She plays sometimes

single notes and sometimes clusters. Even though the melodic material is random, the

rhythm is exactly the same as in audio track one. Sila uses a very organized and struc-

tured rhythm within her disorganized melodic improvisation.  She plays for 11 seconds

before the therapist enters “her space” with a kind of response played in the bass register,

joining her at the end of her musical phrases in an attempt to make contact with her. 

Key: square = 1/8 note; rectangle = 1/4 note.

At the 14th second child and therapist start to play together. The therapist is listening

very attentively to the child, which gives the latter the security to explore and find her

“safe object” - the rhythm. The symbolic function of the therapist as mother-figure gives
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confirmation of this rhythm, and it is at this point that attunement between child and

therapist begins. The child has a noticeable rhythmical sensibility; she is reproducing on

the piano the rhythmic pattern already used with the other instruments during the first

sequence (audio track 1).  The therapist plays in synchronicity with her (0:40 – 1:05),

“holding” her music and at the same time beginning to improvise a melody, which will

become a theme for their common playing on which many variations will be made dur-

ing this sequence. 

Sila moves suddenly to the black notes (1:06), as if exploring what she can create with

these keys, but quickly returns to the white notes. The therapist is still there, listening to

her and moving with her in her melodic “deviation”, in a continuous chordal accompani-

ment using the white and black notes in parallel with the child. Child and therapist are

now experimenting with the theme which they created together, to develop some vari-

ations (1:17). Their chords transform into a melodic accompaniment in the form of a dia-

logue. Sila is not afraid to “surf” the piano by herself. She returns once more to the black

notes (1:26) and this time spends more time exploring this “new space”. She gazes at the

therapist, and at the therapist's hands on the piano, as if to make sure they are still mov-

ing together, and that what she is doing is well received by her companion. At 1:51 the

therapist leaves her to move alone, and maintains rhythmical chords. Synchronicity be-

comes more frequent, together with more eye-contact and more attention to each other,

so as to adjust better. Communication is beginning to take place, through music without
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words. The vitality and the fast tempo of the music of both players reflect an intense

emotional experience and the high level of exchange achieved at this moment.

“As forms of vitality are subjective phenomena, they arise from how the mind pro-

cesses dynamic experience from any source (‘real’ or imagined). The experience con-

tains an inferred, subjectively felt  force that is experienced as acting “behind” or

“within” the event and throughout its course”.

(Stern 2010: p. 22.)

Sila shows awareness of understanding that whatever she does is received and accepted

by the therapist. If for a few seconds the therapist stops playing, the child questions her

with her eyes. She focuses on playing the treble notes of the piano, converging with, or

diverging from the therapist, but always following a recognisable ascending or descend-

ing line. The “theme and variation” form is stimulated by the therapist's strategy of re-

currently returning to the “theme”. The therapist's main objective is to “hold” the child, to

support her and not leave her alone, in order to protect her from her anxiety, and to de-

sensitize her from her fears.

Almost one and a half months later, the child’s music is much quieter and the tempo is

much slower.11 Sila is sitting on the carpet in front of the therapist, and plays simultan-

eously on the guitar and the log-drum using a wooden beater, while the therapist plays

regular rhythmic beats on the bongos to accompany her.

11 Audio track 3: 1:25–2:10.
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Sila focuses intently on her instruments and never looks at the therapist. She is begin-

ning to listen to her inner world, and beginning to be capable of being alone in presence

of the therapist:

“Thus the basis of the capacity to be alone is a paradox; it is the experience of  being

alone while someone else is present”.

(Winnicott 1965: p. 15.)

Perhaps Sila is learning to feel safe even when left alone. The therapist is maybe seen and

accepted as a sensitive mother, a “mother-substitute who is in fact reliably present” (ibid.:

p. 15.).

Later during the same session, the therapist initiates another rhythm on the log-drum,

and Sila is very quick to respond on the drum, playing with her hand.12

Very quickly however, she too picks up a beater, in order to imitate exactly the actions

and rhythm of the therapist, to whom she is drawing closer and with whom she is now

identifying. She is beginning to leave more space for the therapist, and is more available

to listen to this “other”. After these short mirroring dialogues, the child “meets” the ther-

apist; no space is left any more, as she plays simultaneously with the therapist, apart

from a short moment of silence, after which Sila resumes the same rhythm in a powerful

crescendo, lifting the instrument in the air, as if to insist to be “heard” more loudly than

12 Audio track 4: 6:48–7:50.
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the therapist. She loses control of her beater, which falls on the floor, but she picks it up

immediately and continues, as if to lay claim to her “sound space”.

From a communicative and psycho-dynamic perspective, initially the child needed “to be

heard”; in our opinion this was the reason for her use of so many instruments simultan-

eously. At the same time she was fearful of silence. The following sessions confirmed this

interpretation. Sila couldn’t bear the moments of silence and often tried to fill them,

either by singing, talking or playing, even when the therapist was playing to accompany

her musically.

 “There is one major question. Are musical changes (in amplitude, pitch, contour,

pitch intervals, attack rate, articulation, and tempo) associated with human move-

ments in space (type of movement, direction, pace, etc.)? Indeed they are. For in-

stance  “a  crescendo  both  approaches  and accelerates  motion;  a  pitch  fall  moves

downwards, leftward and closer;...listeners rate tempo curves derived from human

motion profiles as more musical and expressive than simple tempo change” (Eitan &

Granot, p.242)”.

(Stern 2010: p. 46.)

We are nearing the end of the music therapy cycle. Sila has gained much more trust and

enjoys exchanging with the therapist musically and also verbally. Some days she comes

to the session directly from school and looks tired. She is never late and never absent, al-

ways accompanied by her mother and her younger brother. Her feeling that her brother is

outside “listening” to her music is a source of fun for her.  Her desire is to communicate

what has happened to her at school, a teacher who was rude to her, another who praised
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her. The “music relationship” is now holding Sila well. Therapist and child are playing to-

gether on the xylophone, sitting in front of each other on the carpet.13 

Legend. Rectangle: crotchet, square: quaver, line: silence.

Sila is much more sensitive to the subtleties introduced by the therapist; she catches the

diminuendo, the crescendo and the accelerando. In the playing together, which reflects

the relationship, the child's ability and availability to adapt to her “playmate”, whom she

now trusts, is a sign of the flexibility she has been able to develop.

“We are in a game of improvisation between two, as in Winnicott's squiggle (Win-

nicott,1958).  Even the randomness of the alternate movements produced can become

the theatre of a passionate ordeal between invention and harmony. In fact, the ana-

lyst reacts as he thinks fit, and another reaction follows his reaction. The important

element here is the interaction, the exchange which ensues and which develops with

delight”.

(Petrella 2012: p.12.).

13 Audio track 5: 5:05–7:08.
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4.4 Mazen

Family background

The second case is Mazen, a 7 year-old Palestinian boy, who was referred to music ther-

apy after being diagnosed by the FGC child psychiatrist with “Attention-Deficit/Hyper-

activity Disorder (ADHD) Combined Presentation”, and “Other-specified Disruptive Dis-

order”, according to the DSM-V (diagnostic criteria 314.01 and 312.89). In addition to ag-

gressive behaviour, Mazen was also regressing at school, escaping from the classroom

and spending time outside. His overall behaviour, as described by his mother, is provocat-

ive, in defiance of rules. In particular, Mazen's mother complained about her son’s beha-

viour at school, which provoked recurrent clashes, both with his peers and with his teach-

ers. According to his mother, Mazen has difficulties to comply with established structures

in general, and is a rather irritable child. On the other hand, Mazen's mother describes

her husband as a very nervous and irritable person, unable to control his reactions, espe-

cially with regard to his son. Mazen is the second child in his family. He has an older

brother of 9 years and a younger sister of 3 years of age.

The main objective for his referral to music therapy was the reduction of his aggressive-

ness.  Starting in Winter  2017,  the child followed 16 sessions of  music therapy on a

weekly basis.

Observation and analysis of selected audio tracks

At the beginning of the second session14, following a request from the child, the therapist

places the guitar between the 2 of them, so that they are sharing not only the instrument,

14 Audio track 1: 0:57–2:24.
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but also the space. The child flicks the strings and is surprised by the “presence” which

the therapist expresses, allowing him to hold and play the instrument, and looking at him

in a welcoming way. The child is probably not used to such kind of “presence” from oth-

ers. This early stage is marked by frequent exchanges of glance, but no words.

“We know in other circumstances that a dimension of sound and music (among oth-

ers) precedes the appearance of the spoken and written word, and that words never

abandon their pre-verbal communicative origins: sonorous, motor and gestural. The

pre-verbal dimension is destined to be subordinated to the word, controlled and partly

inhibited by the development of language”.

(Petrella 2012: p. 4.)

The child uses a lot of eye-contact whilst playing with the therapist, as if to check that

what he is doing is acceptable. His body posture quite rigid, and his playing is character-

ised by a kind of disorganization, with a high level of tension and speed. It is difficult to

find a structure within the child's diverse expressions. The therapist tries to establish a

frame, to hold the child’s flicking on the strings, by pressing some of them and by trying

to find a melody. For much of the time, the child simply looks at the therapist, without

saying a word. At this stage he still needs to be in a “fusional” relationship with the ther -

apist, unable as yet to play “alone” on an instrument.

“It is interesting, even fascinating, to think about the session not as a meeting, as

much as it is special and complicated in many of its aspects, in which we discover

and experience the unconscious, but rather as a creative exchange, where two people

express themselves and pursue an understanding within and beyond the contents of
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their verbal communications, beyond words and their meaning,by means of the emo-

tional sense and the affects, even unconscious, which emerge from the music of their

interaction, which is not only verbal”.

(Petrella 2012: p. 3.)

The disorganized quality of Mazen's playing and his overall interaction, with the music

and with the therapist, reproduces the disorganization of his inner world. During most of

his past experiences, Mazen has been faced with chaotic surroundings, both material and

emotional, where structure in terms of time and space is lacking, where communication

has been nothing more than misunderstandings, where ambiguous messages were omni-

present. The task of making music, at this stage, considering the child’s living conditions,

seems to be really challenging.

Four minutes later, Mazen shares a drum with the therapist.15 In terms of this improvisa-

tion, his need is to fill the space by maintaining a continuous rhythm. For a moment he

starts to be more aware of what “the other” is doing, pausing for very short moments;

this enables a turn-taking game to develop. During his pauses, Mazen always glances

fleetingly at the therapist, often with a smile, even with a kind of surprise with respect to

this unusual, positive attention.

“The sound aspect of the discourse and in effect its musicality are of maximum im-

portance, contradicting the idea of the «talking cure», of a cure limited to words and

of the spoken word as the only vehicle for analytic communication”.

(Petrella 2012: p. 4.)

15 Audio track 2: 6:36–8:04.
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For a moment (0:59) Mazen plays a rhythm very well known in his culture, played at

wedding ceremonies:

However almost immediately he returns to his hectic rhythm, as if unable to control his

beating on the drum.

Five minutes later16 Mazen is using the bongos, the therapist is using the log-drum. The

same disorganized a-rhythmic sequences continue, produced with fast, tense movements,

despite  the therapist's  attempt to hold the child within a structure of a regular beat.

Mazen tries to connect with her, looking at her seven times during this track. The child's

objective is clear, and he reaches it if only very briefly; his glance is intense, as if it is the

only way he has to control the rhythmic play between them, but nevertheless he often

“escapes” musically. His internal tension is clearly expressed by his fast, insistent pulse

on the bongos and by the quality of his gaze; with this tirade of continuous sound, he is

probably reproducing communication modality familiar to him. Stern writes that “The

pairing of force with motion is indissoluble as direct experience – it is part of the “funda-

mental dynamic pentad” for experiencing dynamic events”. (Stern 2010: p. 22.). Whilst the

music of the child and therapist is unsynchronised, full harmony can be detected in the

eye-contact, creating a clear contradiction, as if Mazen at this stage is unable to “inhabit”

the proposed rhythmic structure. It is only when the therapist pauses and slows down

that the child, after a highly tense rhythmical movement, also decelerates his tempo be-

fore coming to a complete stop. The internal disorganisation of the child – which in our

16 Audio track 3: 13:45 – 14:05.
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opinion partly explains his disorganized behaviour outside music therapy sessions – is

beginning to emerge more clearly. In her imagination, the therapist could hear a kind of

“scream” in his fast and tense rhythms.

Slowly a sense of synchronization and an attempt at attunement begin to emerge from

the improvisation.17 The tension decreases for a moment, but towards the end of this

track, the child seems unable to control not only the movement of his hands on the

drums, but also the tension which explodes through the strong beats and which is dis-

cernible in his overall body posture. It seems as if he is discharging a highly uncontrol-

lable internal tension, reflecting all the anger he feels inside. The therapist's rallentando

and diminuendo are intentional; however the child cannot cope with the slowness of her

rhythm and continues playing on his own, without any consideration of what she is do-

ing on the log-drum. Mazen cannot yet fit the proposed structure or adapt to what the

therapist is trying to offer and to communicate to him.  His internal “boiling” is clearly

reflected through the continuous and fast motion.

“Anger can appear on the scene explosively. Or build progressively, or arrive sneakily,

or coldly, and so on. So could happiness and its smile. The arousal systems provide a

good part of the dynamic force and form”.

(Stern 2010: p. 23.)

17 Audio track 4: 14:06-15:47.
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It is still not easy at this stage to meet the child on the “same wavelength”. Everything

seems new to him.

Nine sessions later, in the eleventh session,18 the child finally responds as if he is ready

only at this moment to react differently and to alter his way of communication with the

therapist. They have made some progress in their work together. Mazen is at the piano

and exchanges verbally with the therapist.  His playing is still tense and there is still no

musical structure in what he does, but there are more moments of listening. He uses the

piano like a percussion instrument, pressing the keys with the palm of his hand and

sometimes using his elbow to increase the pressure, improvising with crescendo and di-

minuendo. The therapist tries to “hold” him within a kind of regularity, at times through a

harmonic accompaniment and at others through a melodic line with elements of mirror-

ing  (2:20). For the first time, Mazen plays separate musical notes softly, even though

shortly afterwards he returns to his tense music.

It is difficult still for him to believe that he can be heard within the space allowed by mu-

sic therapy. He is still fighting to make himself heard, just as he does in his daily life, at

home and at school. He is now using many more verbal and facial expressions to ex-

change with the therapist, but he also formulates requests to play together without speak-

ing. Music therapy has helped him to some extent to find his physical and emotional

space; music has been useful to build a bridge between him and the external world rep-

18 Audio track 5: 16:22-20:28.
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resented by the therapist. However, his way of playing confirms the assumption that the

“outside” is still threatening for him.

During his music therapy journey, Mazen was motivated to compose a song about a ball

he plays with, which gets spoilt if thrown badly. 

Child and therapist are sitting at the piano, singing the song together;19 this is one of the

rare moments where he can sit calmly, listening, without the loud sounds, looking at the

therapist, showing full presence, ready to communicate, through his newfound trust that

someone is listening to him and values what he may do or say. While remembering and

singing the song, Mazen seems to appreciate this moment of full presence with the ther-

apist. His body and face are for this short moment totally orientated towards her. Never-

theless he cannot dedicate all his “self” to this moment of “communion”, continuing to

touch piano keys, marking the rhythm of the song. They sing simultaneously, all the ther-

apist's attention is directed to the child who is watching her, happy in this moment of re-

ward and release.

19 Audio track 6: 33:53–34:55.
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4.5 Hisham

Family background

The FGC speech therapist proposed the referral of Hisham to music therapy after noticing

the child's extreme shyness, together with stuttering and difficulties in verbal expression

during their work together. Hisham was diagnosed by the FGC psychiatrist with “Child-

hood Onset Fluency Disorder”, “Separation Anxiety Disorder” and “Social Anxiety Dis-

order” (DSM-V criteria respectively 315.35 - 309.21 – 300.23).

Hisham is the second child in his family, with an older sister of 11 years and a younger

brother of 3. The family lives in one of the Palestinian refugee camps with a paternal

aunt and uncle in the same house. Hisham's mother is unsatisfied with her married life,

partly because of the wide age difference with her husband, which causes frequent con-

flicts, but also because of her sister-in-law's interference in her children's upbringing and

the suspicion of her brother-in-law's homosexuality. In this complex and tense family at-

mosphere, Hisham's mother fears that her children could be victims of abuse and, for this

reason, she is hyper-protective towards them. Furthermore she transfers her own disap-

pointments and her lack of trust onto Hisham, denying him any recognition of school

progress and demanding better results from the child.   

Observation and analysis of selected audio tracks

The first session with the child partly confirmed the remarks of the speech therapist. In-

deed Hisham appears to be a very hesitant child, reluctant to take initiative and lacking

spontaneity, probably in order to avoid any negative feedback. During this session, after
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more than 1 minute of sitting next to the therapist at the piano, in total silence and look-

ing embarrassed, his first question is: “I play?”.

Child and therapist are sitting at the piano, the therapist on the left (bass) and the child

on the right (treble). Hisham starts to touch the keys in a very soft, shy and gentle way,

and plays a short, pleasant melody.20

 He is hesitant, vigilant, smiling but somehow embarrassed, looking towards the door, as

if to verify whether someone (his mother) is listening to his music or not. He remained

focused on “his” part of the piano, at first not daring to come closer to the therapist’s

space and then gradually approaching more. He plays one note at a time, in response to

the therapist, as if their dialogue is on a “one word” basis. His music is similar to his way

of talking; it is not easy to detect full sentences in what he says; only sparse words.

The therapist now greets Hisham with a sung phrase:

“We will start with the word good morning”.21 

Hisham remains silent, moving his leg nervously, without responding. The therapist re-

peats the phrase, and Hisham starts  accompanying her on the piano, timidly playing

20 Audio track 1: 1:10 – 2:53.
21 Audio track 2: 2:56 – 5:15.
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some notes, trying to match his rhythm and sound. He follows the therapist's decres-

cendo, turning towards her for a moment to synchronize their movements. The therapist

repeats her sung greeting for the third time. Without looking at her, the child moves his

head in time to the song and, in the following silence plays some notes on the piano. The

therapist adds “How are you today Hisham?”.

As his name is pronounced, he turns his head to look at her and answers in a barely aud-

ible  voice  “Mnih” (fine,  in  Arabic).  The  therapist  responds  by  singing  “Hamdellah”

(thanks to God),  and Hisham smiles.  The therapist sings the first phrase once more, and

this time extends it at a higher pitched, asking “What’s your name?”. Hisham answers, us-

ing his spoken voice.

This introductory moment proved to be helpful to start building the child's trust. The mu-

sical environment facilitated his coming closer to the therapist's space, not only physic-

ally at the piano, but also emotionally. His attempts to be present with the therapist and

attentive to sounds, movements and the shared, created music, were evident. His body

posture and motion within the music therapy space at that early stage of intervention

clearly showed signs of possible improvement in his communication skills, in situations

promoting trust and safety.

Four minutes later, Hisham is moving musically in his space; more trust is audible in the

volume of his playing and visible in the movement of his hands.22 He is more confident

22 Audio track 3: 9:06-10:30.
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to come towards the therapist, widening his hands, as if to embrace not only his own

space, but also that of the therapist; he plays at the 2 extremes of the keyboard. The

movement of his hands suggests a confident desire to be in control. There is no eye-con-

tact between child and therapist, but a thread of communication is there. The therapist

responds musically to confirm what Hisham offers, attentive to the changes in his rhythm

and speed, echoing his expression. The child initiates a phrase which descends towards

the therapist and she follows him, repeating his note, and then returning to the main

theme after this “variation”. 

He follows with a rhythmic phrase, and shows a moment of confusion when the therapist

introduces a small rhythmic variation. The therapist's attitude is reassuring, allowing this

moment of confusion to pass without evoking in the child the maternal “blaming” re-

sponse he is used to. Hisham follows for a brief moment, responding with single high

pitched notes and maintaining the slow tempo.

This “game” facilitates the 2 players in finding a common ground; the child is able to in-

habit the musical structure offered by the therapist, and to follow her lead with a kind of

accompaniment.
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“The text develops here and now, as the result of an interaction which springs from

the closeness and desire of the due “performers” to activate a game in which patient

and therapist  listen to one another,  each in his own way, to create an exchange

between them in the present”.

(Petrella 2012: p. 11.)

The more the child accepts this developing relationship, the more he is able to express his

acceptance not only by a physical closeness, but also through his gestures. An ascending

and descending glissando game begins, like a dialogue between child and therapist. 

The child finds this funny and shows his delight in his body movements; for him it is a

liberating movement. He feels safe to move within the space and time created by the mu-

sic; inside this new “internal” space, a modality of communication starts to take form.  

“Vitality forms are not empty forms. They give a temporal and intensity contour to

the content, and with it a sense of an alive “performance””.

(Stern 2010: p. 23.). 

At the end of this sequence, Hisham relaxes back in his chair, unclasping both his hands

in a gesture of release.
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One minute later, the child moves to the small chairs, where some percussion instruments

are available on the carpet: bongos, log-drum, drum, a bombolophone23  and 2 beaters.24

For 3 minutes he beats with his hands on the bongos in an a-rhythmical way; 3 irregular

beats with each hand on each skin, but without structure. 

Legend. Square: quaver.

The therapist,  on the log-drum, tries  to follow him and give form to his  music,  but

without success. Regular temporal and spatial form are missing elements in this impro-

visation, even though the child is well focused on what he is doing, looking at the ther-

apist from time to time, as if to catch her reaction. The triple rhythm and the alternating

use of right and left hand are characteristic of this improvisation, but towards the end he

shows signs of tiredness and the rhythmic cell extends to 4 or 5 beats. 

At the end he asks the therapist “Sah?” (right?), for reassurance of approval and accept-

ance. The therapist answers: “Everything is nice, there is no right or wrong, everything

you are doing is nice”.

23 A 'poor' version of a hang-drum, made from old gas canisters.
24 Audio track 4: 11:27-13:40.
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Looking at this part of the session from a communicative point of view, we can see clear

signs of Hisham's communication difficulties, probably stemming from the primary rela-

tionship with his mother. The most obvious challenge for Hisham is to be trustful enough

that what he does is fine. He is trying to be on a same wavelength as the therapist, at-

tuned to her, using the communication channel of music.

In the sixteenth and final session, therapist and child are at the piano; Hisham has taken

the therapist's place on the left (bass) and, smiling very confidently, refuses to yield it to

her.25

Therapist; “This is your place and this is my place” (pointing right and left respectively);

Child: “No, this is your place” (pointing out to what is supposed to be his place, with a

big smile);

T: “Will you give me my place?”.

C: “No”.

T: “Why”.

C: “So”.

She does not insist, but asks him again:

T: “Why won’t you give me my place?”.

He is much more sure enough of himself now, better able to formulate what he wants.

While the main characteristic of the first session is hesitation, in this last session Hisham

shows much more trust, not only in himself, but also in the therapist. He can defend what

25 Audio track 5: 19:54-21:53.
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 he wants, even without much use of verbal expression. Taking the therapist's place at the

piano is for her a sign of his desire to be the leader, to be in control and this emerges also

in music in this sequence.

Instead of a verbal answer to my last question, he starts to play the low notes.

“Intentional communication is signalling behavior in which the sender is aware, a

priori, of the effect that the signal will have on his listener, and he persists in that

behavior until the effect is obtained or failure is clearly indicated”.

(Stern 1985: p. 130.)

The therapist accompanies him in the treble register. The first few seconds of this impro-

visation have a jazzy feel about them. Hisham's playing is now much more lively and

confident, compared to the first audio tracks of some months ago. His body moves while

playing and his head is inclined towards the piano in a fully concentrated posture. He

seems liberated, much less rigid in his body posture, continuously moving his legs. His

playing is both intense and tense; repeatedly he “presses” the notes with all the fingers of

both his hands in clusters, as if discharging a compressed internal energy. The tempo is

faster and he seems to have so many things/feelings/emotions to express.

“The brain, which contains the various functions of awareness, is not the only place

our memory is stored. It can be reawakened by a movement, a song, a scent or a

meaningful landscape. 
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The bodily make-up, therefore plays an essential role in providing and gathering in-

formation from all its parts, including the brain”.

(Garcia & Plevin 2012: p. 49.)

There are no more obstacles to prevent him from playing freely, sending away, through

these repetitive clusters, the anger, shyness or maybe his internal frustration. He repeats

the ascending and descending phrases, the movement of his legs following the rhythm of

the music. When the therapist attempts to approach “his space”, he intensifies his musical

outburst of clusters, swaying with all his body from head to toes in an endless drift, but

never getting close to her space, thus denying her request. He responds to her rallentando

(0:52) in contrast, accelerating his glissandi 4 times (1:10) and then continues with the

same intensity. Once more, when the therapist approaches his space (1:30) he objects with

clusters in the same tempo and intensity. They play together once more, Hisham legs in-

cessantly swinging and his body continuously in movement on the chair, as if he is un-

able to contain the flow that suddenly emerges from his mind and soul. He is highly “af-

fected” by his music.

“The mind is indeed embodied, and motion is key. However, we cannot fully under-

stand movement without knowing how it is deployed. Knowing the “what” and “why”

of a movement is incomplete without knowledge of the “how”. Dynamics concern the

“how””.

(Stern 2010: p. 20.)
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This musical sequence helped Hisham to “evacuate” many emotions and thoughts which

were repressed. Music helped him to experience a kind of freedom never previously per-

mitted, due to a rigorous education and a tense relationship precisely with his mother.

“It seems clear that the sharing of affective states is of paramount importance during

the first part of intersubjective relatedness...”.

(Stern 1985:  p. 133.)

During the music therapy journey, as a way to boost Hisham's self confidence, the ther-

apist encouraged him to compose a song. The song speaks about a promise made by his

mother to buy him a red car which functions by remote control. The song is audio-recor-

ded and Hisham is very proud as he listens to himself singing.

The song was gradually developed with him, to allow him to express his desires, and to

prove to him that he is capable. The audio-track presents the last recording of this song

in his penultimate session.26

26 Audio track 6: 26:10-26:45.
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Hisham has invented the words and the therapist has helped him with the melody, but

when the moment to sing arrives, he is unable to use his singing voice; instead he recites

the words in a way which “alienates” him from the rhythmic structure, either delaying or

accelerating with respect to the melody. Nevertheless for him it is extremely important to

“create” something and to be valued by others.
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5. Assessment based on the IMTAP

5.1 Presentation of the Individualized Music Therapy Assessment Profile 

(IMTAP)

In our work as music therapists we aim to build as much trust as possible in our approach

and to prove its efficiency. Definitely, in music therapy literature, assessment and evalu-

ation are recognized as important components of this specific practice, as in any other

psychotherapeutic intervention, and music therapy practitioners aim for outcome meas-

urement.

“Descriptions of outcome measurement abound in the literature. In brief, and with a

focus on healthcare-related literature, an outcome measure is commonly understood

as a tool developed to quantify or assess the effectiveness or impact of an interven-

tion in terms of its capacity to have a specific, desired effect on presenting features or

symptoms of patients”.

(Spiro et al. 2017: p. 5.)
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The sustainability of music therapy needs to be underpinned by consistent and relevant

tools  of  assessment.  The  non-verbal  and emotional  qualities  of  music  possess  added

value, in helping to seize and render noticeable otherwise unseen and tenuous responses

and reactions in the person in front of us.

The health care system develops many assessment tools and procedures, some of which

are validated and used as protocols,  since it is crucial to compare the impact of different

intervention methods, in order to evaluate the progress and benefits acquired by the cli-

ent, if these benefits are maintained and generalized over time, and if so, for how long.

This is especially important in a country like Lebanon, where music therapy is very new

as a concept and not well known as a healthcare method of intervention.

“When music therapists develop an assessment tool that not only measures music-re-

lated functioning, but uses musical tasks and experiences as well as requiring a mu-

sic therapist for its administration, our profession will have an independent identity

among health care professionals”.

(Hinz 2000, in Baxter et al. 2007: p. 18.)

In an article published in ‘Music Therapy Perspectives’ (2017), the authors make a system-

atic review focusing on:

“26 music-therapy-specific outcome measures and identifies trends and gaps in their

characteristics. The results show that most measures concern work with people with

autism, developmental and learning disabilities, and special needs”.

(Spiro et al. 2017: p. 1.)
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Until now there is no designed and standardized tool for the local context, we have resor-

ted to an assessment and evaluation method that is already consolidated and in use. This

is one of the ways to prove the reliability of music therapy intervention. The long term

ambition is certainly to be able to create in the future a means of measurement, adapted

to the culture and population we are working with, to enable assessment and evaluation

of the impact of music therapy. 

The Individualized Music Therapy Assessment Profile (IMTAP) “was born out of a creative

process and designed to provide a holistic picture of the client as well as to discover the

areas that music therapy could best address” (Baxter et al. 2007: p. 9.). The six authors,

all  music therapists,  who contributed to the book come from different music therapy

schools and backgrounds and have tried to help music therapists to reach a logical, com-

prehensive and functional tool to assess the entire continuum of music therapy work and

in parallel to document the therapeutic work.

There have indeed been many assessment tools created since the beginning of contem-

porary music therapy and the recognition of its therapeutic effects; undoubtedly these

tools have been refined and developed during the past years, but we have selected this

tool since it has the possibility to delimit a certain number of the patient’s functional do-

mains and because it offers the possibility to observe from many perspectives and not to

imprison the human being we are treating in one dimension of his overall functioning.

Another reason that reinforced our conviction about the usefulness of the IMTAP was

that it is intended for use in paediatric and adolescent contexts and this corresponds to

the population we are working with at the Family Guidance Centres.
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The evaluation process starts with an intake form and is completed with a computer-

based graphing and report system “which provides a clear profile of each client over

time” (Baxter et al. 2007: p.13.).

The tool provides information on a wide range of functioning abilities and assesses these

“domains”, but it can also be used to assess separate abilities of functioning independ-

ently, with no specific requirements or obligations for a particular music therapy method-

ology. Planning the assessment sessions includes the selection of the appropriate IMTAP

domains and developing activities. The assessment is done based on at least 3 sessions

that are preferably videotaped. The scoring is made upon an in-depth analysis of the re-

corded sessions. “The IMTAP computer software provides automated means to complete

these tasks” (Baxter et al. 2007: p.15.).

The research about the collected data using the IMTAP comprises questionnaires, video

observations, results of the IMTAP scoring forms and perspectives of the music therapy

clinicians. “Assessment can be defined as the process of gathering data about an area of

learning through test, observations, work samples or other means”  (Gunning 2000, in

Baxter et al. 2007: p. 17.) .
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5.2 IMTAP: Domains and Sub-domains 

The tool contains 10 main domains:

1. Gross Motor (GM)

2. Fine Motor (FM)

3. Oral Motor (OM)

4. Sensory (SEN)

5. Receptive Communication/auditory perception (RC)

6. Expressive communication (EC)

7. Cognitive (COG))

8. Emotional (EMO)

9. Social (SOC)

10. Musicality (MUS)

Each domain is divided into several sub domains that help to define which skills sets are

being addressed within the broader domain. For this study, we selected five main do-

mains to be scored, in consideration of the core of the topic:

1. receptive communication/auditory perception.

This domain measures the skills of the child’s “awareness, perception, discrimin-

ation and response to various aspects of auditory stimuli and language in the en-

vironment” (Baxter et al. 2007: p. 23.). Musical changes, “singing and rhythm are

used to examine response to auditory input and communication”  (Baxter et al.

2007: p. 23.);
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2. expressive communication.

This domain assesses an “individual’s verbal and non-verbal communication skills

within the music therapy setting including how gesture, vocalization, and verbaliz-

ation are utilized” (ibid: p. 23.);

3. emotional.

In this domain emotional and feeling states are observed, to assess the individual's

capacity  for  expression  of  various  ranges  of  emotions,  regulation  control  and

emotional modulation;

4. social.

This is a domain that aims to measure “the ability of the individual to interact and

communicate with others” (ibid: p. 23.);

5. musicality.

This domain  examines “an individual innate response to various musical medi-

ums and his or her desire to participate in each” (ibid: p. 24.), investigating mu-

sical components such as tempo, rhythm, dynamics, vocals, creativity and accom-

paniment.

These domains were scored by watching the video recordings of the second and the last

session implemented with each of the three children. Using the IMTAP form of assess-

ment enabled us to draw a line of continuity and to observe some changes that occurred

in each child, even if the working time was short, taking into consideration the unity of

each child and the specificity of each case.
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“As a criterion -based assessment, the information resulting from the IMTAP process

does not serve as a comparison of one client to another, but rather provides a deeper

understanding of client functioning and the ability to track progress over time”.

(Baxter et al. 2007: p. 26.)

In addition to the IMTAP a protocol was designed to record our observations following

each session.27 

5.3 IMTAP results

In the following part we present the graphs obtained for each child based on the results

of the first and second assessment, through the use of the IMTAP, followed, in each case,

by an interpretation of the achieved scores.28

5.3.1 Sila

27 See Appendix 6.1 for protocol template.
28 See Appendix 6.5 for detailed IMTAP scores.
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Interpretation of Sila's achieved scores

Looking at the scores achieved by Sila in the  receptive communication and auditory

perception domain, there is a slight improvement in her capacity to perceive the musical

changes happening and probably a better capacity to listen. In our opinion, this offers

more space to the child for silence and for presence, given that Sila is a rather “verbal”

child, always in need of telling something, as described in the previous paragraphs.

No changes are seen in the expressive communication domain, whereas some difference

is clearly revealed in the emotional domain, particularly the child's self-awareness.

Regarding the social domain, Sila shows a slight progress in her capacity to participate,

at the attention level and in the turn-taking skills.

On the other hand, there is a slight regression at the musicality level. In our opinion, this

is due to the fact that the child's motivation, which was evident at the beginning of the

music therapy intervention, together with her interest to discover everything that was

new for her, gradually faded. Sila is indeed always looking for new challenging elements,

whether in terms of instruments, games or activities. However music by itself could not

respond to her desires, especially considering that she has a high and rich potential at the

cognitive level.

However the few changes seen in the other domains are, in our opinion, perfectly coher-

ent with the development of the communication and interaction capacities of the child.

The fact that Sila is better able to be present in the here and now of the music time, more

attentive to herself and to the other, is for us a positive indicator that she is now better
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equipped to overcome her fears and feelings of anxiety. Music therapy, in the case of Sila,

seems to have had an impact on her emotional development.

5.3.2 Mazen

Interpretation of Mazen's achieved scores

For the child Mazen the changes are not consistent; his scores show some increase in cer-

tain domains and some regression in others. In our opinion, the child's interaction during

music therapy sessions was very much linked to what was taking place in his family con-

text, and possibly how he was projecting / reproducing this internal “living” during the

sessions.

The most obvious change in the receptive communication and auditory perception do-

main is noticed in regard to the “direction following” component.  If we analyse this

change, we may say that for a child lacking a clear and stable educational and affective

structure and consistently established limits  within his  family context,  music therapy
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helped to create a referential model, possibly built on a mutual trust between the child

and the therapist.

In the expressive communication domain, “verbalizations” have drastically increased. It

was so difficult in fact to unveil any of the child’s emotions or to motivate him to verbal-

ize anything about his internal life when we started music therapy sessions with him. The

more we moved ahead, the less complicated our task became. If our final goal was to

provide a certain release to Mazen’s anxiety and internal agitation, then music would ap-

pear to be a good pretext / means to reach this goal.

The noticeable change for Mazen is also seen in the emotional domain, where most of

the scores increased. More capacity for differentiation and expression, and a better self-

awareness are noted.

Conversely, some regression is noted in the social domain for almost all its components

(turn-taking, attention and relational skills).  A possible interpretation is that the child

was able to benefit from what music therapy brought to him within the one-to-one rela-

tionship “inside” the sessions, whereas it was too difficult to replicate this model in other

“outside” areas of his life, in light of his complex overall living context. Mazen, in our

interpretation of his communication style, tried to copy a model of communication trans-

mitted to him at home by his parents consisting in a sort of provocation, usually leading

to outbursts mainly from his father.

The music therapy relationship which started to develop seemed to offer him the aware-

ness of a different possible reaction in response to his “spontaneity” and rebellion, which
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probably reflects a deep anxiety and anger as well. Through the therapist’s stable pres-

ence and her availability to absorb the child’s emotional distress, Mazen was able to com-

municate more openly and freely and learned more trust to let go. Even his body posture

gradually became more relaxed during the last music therapy sessions, he smiled more,

had more eye contact with me, and was more able to come closer to me physically. 

If musicality is one way to reflect a certain internal and external organization in terms of

time and space, then the decrease in the scores of this domain are a clear indicator that

Mazen, despite our efforts together during the music therapy pathway, was still unable to

reach such “symbolic” organization.

5.3.3 Hisham
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Interpretation of Hisham's achieved scores

Hisham’s overall score in the receptive communication and auditory perception domain

increased, even if some of the single components show regression, such as “direction fol-

lowing”. The main “positive” change concerns  “musical change” and  “singing vocaliz-

ing”. Hisham, for whom one of the obvious challenges is related to shyness and stutter-

ing, appears to have benefited from the opportunity offered through music therapy. This

kind of intervention helped to improve his expressive skills, as can be seen in the detailed

analysis of the audio tracks. He is more able to advocate for what he wants, ready to

“rebel” in some way, more self-confident, insistent and adventurous.

In the expressive communication domain the changes are evident, moving in the direc-

tion of self-development. In Hisham’s case, music seems to be an effective communica-

tion medium that has helped some features of the child’s personality to blossom.

The most noticeable change is seen in the emotional domain in all its elements, including

differentiation, expression, regulation and self awareness.

During the music therapy sessions Hisham's behaviour evoked his difficulties in relation

to his mother. He made the effort to synchronize with me, as he would have wished to do

with her. Of course it is not because his mother does not love him, but rather because she

always regarded him as her “imperfect” child, the child who disappointed her. Hisham’s

mother could not attune to her son’s needs.
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Hisham is still  not capable of coordinating his physical movements to music, to gain

greater competency in action and movement songs, and can not discriminate the beat

and pulse of simple rhythm or manipulate its elements. This is a clear indication of a de-

regulation in the internal time of the child.

As Hisham and I advanced through our sessions, I noticed more and more a kind of “ex-

plosion” in his overall physical movement, a liberty that he had never experienced be-

fore, because he had never been allowed to in his daily life context, due to excessive dis-

ciplinary  limitations  which  were  clearly  oppressing  him,  blocking  the  fluency  of  his

verbal and emotional communication.

5.4 Conclusion of analysis of the IMTAP results

To generally conclude this work we bear in mind that the family dynamics and the socio-

economic factors surrounding the children with whom we worked, are certainly to be

considered as essential elements. These factors undoubtedly impact directly or indirectly

the overall interaction of the children and hence the results obtained through assessment.

These environmental elements are in our opinion crucial in defining how efficient music

therapy is, and the possibility of maintaining any progress achieved. The setting created a

sort of physical and emotional structure which was partially missing in the children’s

daily life. 

It is worth pointing out that the performance and reaction of each child during music

therapy sessions was not the same; there were sessions where the children seem totally
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involved in the music, whereas during other sessions they seemed to be less motivated or

less involved. 

In order to complete the picture, it is honest to say that the same was true for the therap-

ist and furthermore that during some of the sessions some factors, internal and external,

may have also influenced her reactions to, and interactions with, the children.

Following our initial hypothesis addressing the role of music therapy as a medium for

communication, we can see that the use of music may have helped the children to be

more mindful, more self aware, and more resilient. All three of them were able to develop

better receptive communication and auditory perception, as if music therapy facilitated

a kind of openness not only towards the self, but also towards the other(s), the therapist.

“I would stress that the significant feature of musical communication is not that it is

untranslatable and irreducible to the verbal mode, but that its generality and multi-

plicity of possible messages and interpretations brings out a special kind of feelingful

activity and engagement on the part of the listener”.

(Feld 1984: p.13.) 

Within the period of intervention, they also developed better capacities regarding their

expressive communication abilities, which appears to indicate that music therapy has

helped them to acquire more self trust for expression in general and, in particular, for the

formulation of their thoughts or desires. The music therapy space facilitated a form of
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exchange, sometimes even without the use of words and only through musical elements.

The most tangible impact revealed through the achieved scores, concerns the emotional

domain for all three children. As many researches show, music has a direct impact on

emotions.

We did not analyse  musicality as such, from a technical point of view, because these

children have no prior musical experience or musical education, apart from our work

with them in music therapy, and any general social and cultural musical experience com-

mon to every child within the context of the surrounding environment. However all the

musical elements which emerged during the music therapy sessions served other purposes

directly or indirectly. 

Music provided the means to explore the children’s desire to share and participate within

a two-way communication frame.  It conveyed some of their internal feelings and helped

them to differentiate between them. The time and space offered through music therapy

created a feeling of trust and safety allowing the control and modulation of emotions,

with a minimal use of verbal exchange. Finally, considering music as a “medium” of

communication, it helped to develop in the three children a greater emotional sensibility,

reflecting their personal distress or on the contrary their personal joyfulness.

“We take it as socially typical that people can talk this way about music, stringing

together expressives, and we assume that this confirms what we are all supposed to

know: that at some level, one just cannot say with words what music says without

them.” 

(Feld 1984: p. 15.)
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5.5 Between ends and beginnings

Nothing has changed in the family context of Mazen. His mother said that she is trying

to be calmer with him and to set some limits at home, but until the end of the music

therapy sessions she was still blaming the child’s father for his nervousness in dealing

with his son. The couple is still not capable of agreement on setting a clear and unified

educational model to deal with Mazen and this chaotic approach, in our opinion, repres-

ents a source of continuous disturbance for the child.

What can music therapy do in such cases, apart from offering the child moments where

he can feel  valued by someone,  where  he can simply exist?  But  are these moments

enough? Of course not. 

Mazen may remember the moments of care and attention given to him during our jour-

ney, but he will probably carry with him forever the scars of an abusive parent-child re-

lationship, and the injustice of being always a refugee in a very disadvantaged social

context.  He is judged all the time by people around him, his parents and teachers, to the

extent that whatever he does or intends to do becomes a source of doubt for him. He is

still fighting to find his “space” inside his family. His task is certainly not easy.

Considering Hisham, we think that music therapy has helped him to feel much more ease

in expressing his needs and thoughts verbally compared to the past. 

As for Sila, the fact that her mother was able to begin to consider herself has automatic-

ally changed also the perspective from which she now considers her daughter. 
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The common aspect between all three children is an observable “change”; a change res-

ulting from the fact that their “actions” were watched, appreciated, accepted and valued

by  someone  (the  therapist)  and  therefore  that  their  actions  led  to  consequences  for

someone else. 

“It is, of course, limiting to think of music therapy only as non-verbal communica-

tion. Music therapy is much more than that”.

 (Pavlicevic 1997: p. 94.). 

In some cases, the changes observed were limited exclusively to the music therapy ses-

sions.  A number of factors pertaining to the social and family circumstances of those

children prevented the generalization and maintaining of these changes. This is not to

justify the restricted impact of the interventions, but rather a self-awareness of the many

limitations of the very complex context in which I work, starting from the time limita-

tions and ending with the very challenging daily social,  economic and psychological

factors faced by the children and their families.

5.6 Conclusive personal thoughts

“Music therapists are trained to understand the processes of musical communication

and to use music  as a medium and a tool for initiating or enhancing interpersonal or

social communication through developing musical companionship and musical com-

munity.”

(Ansdell & Pavlicevic 2005:  p.193.)
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As a therapist and a music therapist I certainly have the best intentions, in my aim to be

capable to help the children and to involve their parents in the treatment process, without

however being oblivious of my personal limitations. Proposing music therapy within my

clinical framework is not an easy task. To start with the very simple elements, I must say

that the space I am working in is not the most adequate. Before every music therapy ses-

sion I have to re-arrange it, taking care to define its physical boundaries clearly. I also

have to “free” my internal space to make it possible to receive in a welcoming way what

the “other” wants to offer to me. The element of time represents a further challenge. I

must invest to the maximum in the 30 or 35 minutes dedicated each time to each child,

knowing that I have a limited number of sessions to offer. In addition, I have to dedicate

my internal time to digest and reflect on what I have been offered. Absence and interrup-

tions in the treatment process are always particularly frustrating. What change can I ex-

pect from a half-an-hour weekly session with each child? Sometimes I am deeply uncer-

tain about what to do with unexpected events happening to the children, and how to

cope with the parents' distress and hopelessness. Each session raises a number of ques-

tions for me, confronting my own anxieties and  fears. Sometimes I also have to be ab-

sent, and sometimes I bring my own worries and difficulties to the sessions and have to

deal with moments of confusion. I would be happy if I were able to understand and inter-

pret the musical communication between the children and me, and to be a good compan-

ion for them, even for very short moments.

The intervision group, created together with my colleagues in music therapy at the FGCs,

is undoubtedly a very helpful space for reflection and exchange. The regular follow-up
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and supervision with Deborah Parker on my work in music therapy is another source of

strength. These resources teach me to observe the outside and the inside better, and to

think of the “why?” and the “how?” in music therapy.

The music therapy course in Assisi opened  new horizons for me, not only because of the

variety of possible approaches offered by each professor,  but also because, exactly like in

the music therapy process, it was a very welcoming space for me who is “different”. Assisi

allowed me to be in my own time.

I am aware that for the 3 children discussed in this work, as for all the other children in

music therapy, the most impacting factors on well-being or ill-being come from the fam-

ily and social environment. 

Music therapy in this context seems to me like a candle that is worth lighting, in contrast

to the cursing darkness.
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6. Appendix
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6.1 Template of observation protocol for music therapy
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6.2 Template of protocol for music therapy closure
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6.3 Template of consent form for video-recording
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6.4 Lebanon Socio – political and geographic context

The Lebanese Republic is situated in the middle east. It is a small country of 10.452 Km²,

bordered by Syria to the North and East and Israel/Palestine to the South. Its Western

border is on the Mediterranean Sea. Based on the United Nations' estimates,  the current

population of Lebanon is 6,090,110 (Worldometers, 2019).

With the collapse of the Ottoman empire after the first world war, the “Greater Lebanon”

was acclaimed in 1920 and the League of Nations mandated the 5 provinces that make up

present-day Lebanon to the direct control of France.

The state of Lebanon, established by the French Mandate authorities, came into existence

in September 1920. From 1922 to 1943 Lebanon was governed by the French authorities

through high commissioners delegated to the country, on behalf of the French authorities.

The country, which had been extremely weakened and religiously divided during the Ot-

toman empire, knew some years of revival, but the more French governance was pursued,

the more political and national divisions and opposition grew within the population and

its political classes. A national movement claiming independence for the country began

to develop.

In 1943 Lebanon became an independent state, and shortly afterwards the French were

compelled to remove their forces, first from Syria and then from Lebanon. The first pres-

ident, Beshara Khoury, was elected. The “National Pact” of 1943 became the basis of Le-

banon’s independent existence after the departure of the French. This pact was an un-

written agreement between the various religious communities in Lebanon.
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“It provided for the division among the communities of the young state’s positions of

power and resources and determined the character of the state in general”.

(Zisser 2011: p. 10.)

Palestinian Refugees in Lebanon

“Before and shortly after the creation of the state of Israel in 1948, around three

quarters of a million Palestinians were displaced from their ancestral towns and vil-

lages”.

(Sayigh 2001: p. 1.)

The reasons behind the Palestinian exodus are various, including “the general panic cre-

ated by  massacres and other war crimes”  (ibid.: p. 1.). Around 100.000 of them fled

Northwards to Lebanon. These people settled in what are known as “Palestinian refugee

camps” in Lebanon, comprising 15 camps at that time, spread all over the country. UN-

RWA (United Nations Refugees Working Agency) was established in 1950, the mission of

which was to offer humanitarian assistance to the Palestinian refugees.

The rise of Palestinian armed resistance in Lebanon at the end of the 1960s and '70s in-

creased “existing tensions between various Lebanese political fractions and contributed to

the outbreak of the Lebanese civil war in 1975” (ibid.: p. 4.).

In June 1982 Israel invaded Lebanon, stating the aim of its invasion to be the eradication

of the guerrilla presence mainly in the South.  Many refugee camps were attacked or

totally demolished:

“By the end of the summer 1982, around 19.000 Lebanese and Palestinian civilians

lay dead”. (Sayigh 2001: p. 4.)
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The culmination of the Israeli invasion was the massacre of Sabra and Shatila refugee

camps (Beirut) in September of that same year, a massacre which resulted in the killing of

1.500 Palestinians, mainly women and children.

The phases which followed were marked by a series of armed battles between different

factions; the Palestinian resistance and the Lebanese army,  Palestinian and Lebanese mi-

litias, or inter-Palestinian armed groups.

“Palestine refugees are dependent on UNRWA services and relief due to the restricted

access to public education, public health care and social services, as well as employ-

ment. These services as well as camp infrastructure were reportedly already over-

stretched prior to the arrival of tens of thousands of Palestine refugees from Syria”.

(UNHCR 2016)

Since the beginning of the Syrian conflict in 2011, Lebanon, as one of the neighbouring

countries, has maintained an “open boarders” policy regarding Syrian refugees:

“With more than 1.1 million uprooted Syrians, Lebanon today has the highest ration

of refugees per capita in the world,  one in four”.

(United Nations Lebanon 2017)
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Map of Camp Locations (M.A.P. 2011: p. 17.)

‘It is commonly believed that the Palestinian refugees living in Lebanon face more

hard-ship  and  are  less  integrated  into  the  host  country  communities  than  those

refugees living in any other country in the Middle East.’

(Maiky 2014: p. 6.)
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6.5 Details of IMTAP scoring
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6.6 Letter of consent for the publication of NISCVT protocols
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